The true onset of atherosclerosis remains one of the biggest challenges for cardiologists. Is atheroma plaque development considered the earliest step of vascular aging? If so, when it starts? Before or after birth? If it starts before birth or early during childhood, it seems that Thomas Sydenham was right: “A man is as old as his arteries.” Except disorganization of elastic fibers, less is known about the morphology of vascular aging and also about the molecular events influencing the age of arteries, arterial stiffness, and their role in the appearance of future complications. Cellular and molecular events responsible for the switch from physiologic to pathologic aging of human arteries are less known. Epigenetic, genetic, and environmental influences at the onset of early vascular aging (EVA) should specifically influence the process. This paper briefly reviews the controversial data regarding vascular aging with an emphasis on the less known facts about the morphology of EVA.
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**Age and pulse:** “oldies” but still controversial “goldies”

Pulse wave velocity is not a new topic in the field of cardiovascular pathology. This issue was mentioned early in the literature, in ancient papers such as the *Huangdi Neijing* from the Han Dynasty period. Wang Shuhe (born in 180 CE) was a Chinese physician who wrote the *Ma ijing* (The Pulse Classics), an influential work describing the pulse and its importance in the diagnosis of diseases. The physician had three specific spots at the wrist used to assess the quality and quantity of the pulse. “Recently” (if we could say so), in 1854, German physician Karl von Vierordt created a device called a sphygmograph, but it is well known that a British physician, Frederick Henry Horatio Akbar Mahomed (1849–1884) had previously described pressure pulse features in patients with high blood pressure and arteriosclerosis consequent to aging. Nowadays, many devices are able to evaluate pulse pressure and wave.

European Society of Cardiology Guidelines highlighted the importance of the pulse wave and the reflected wave measurement in order to assess the vascular age. Ductus arteriosus involves a series of subclinical (endothelial dysfunction) to clinical level (atherosclerotic plaque and target organ damage) alterations including changes in large arteries, elastic type, like aorta, and also in small muscular arteries like peripheral arteries type. Both microvascular and macrovascular beds are affected, promoting hypertension and arterial stiffness development. There are still different opinions regarding the timing of onset of arterial stiffness, and questionable issues as
whether this happens before or after the onset of hypertension still persist. Large artery stiffening (aortic, mainly) and wave reflection have been identified as being an exceedingly important pathophysiological determinant of isolated systolic hypertension and of pulse pressure increasing with age.

**Early vascular aging (EVA): how “early” we define it and what criteria we use?**

Vascular aging is described as a gradual process involving biochemical, enzymatic, and cellular events in vascular area combined with epigenetic and molecular alterations, and it is considered that arterial aging is a fundamental reflection of biological aging in general and a determinant of organ function. In the arterial wall, this is characterized by a decrease of elastin content, as well as by the production and accumulation of “bad” collagen and its cross-linkages, leading to increased arterial stiffness and elevated central blood pressure as well as brachial blood pressure, accompanied by increased variability in systolic blood pressure (SBP). A better understanding of these processes has led to the proposal of a condition named EVA in patients with increased arterial stiffness for their age and sex. This is a condition that could increase cardiovascular risk, and it is associated with various degrees of cognitive dysfunction, as well as other features of biological aging.  

EVA seems to be useful for the clinical practice management regarding individuals with cardiovascular risk or strong genetic inheritance of premature cardiovascular disease. Increased arterial stiffness, dilated elastic arteries of central type, impaired endothelial function, and vasodilation are main aspects of this process. Countering this phenomenon can be made with the help of aggressive decrease of atherosclerosis modifiers, but there is no strong evidence to that effect.  

**Determinants of vascular aging: from morphology to molecular phenotype and beyond!**

It is considered that vascular aging is found from several and sequential alterations that lead to the replacement of elastin fibers with collagen fibers in the vessel wall, which forms a less elastic structure due to the collagen bridges that prevent their elongation. This is the so-called physiological arterial stiffness. In time, there may be a pathological aging, consisting of various types of plaque deposition. There is no well-defined criteria that characterize EVA in this moment. What seems to be “early” for clinicians may be “too late” stages of vascular aging for vessel wall and also for the patient. “Early” microscopic changes in the structure of the arterial wall do not overlap with “early” vascular aging definition and assessment at all! Previously reported data of Napoli et al about the microscopic changes in the aorta wall in human fetuses seem to be neglected while defining EVA not because it gave less importance to this issue but because of the lack of methods assessing the early steps of vascular aging in prenatal life. Data regarding the assessment of early steps of aortic wall changes and atheroma plaque formation are scattered for preterm period, childhood, and teenage. It is suggested that EVA starts in fetal life as stated by few papers reporting perinatal atherosclerotic lesions in the fetal coronary arteries of babies of mothers who are smokers or by data suggesting the involvement of telomere length influencing arterial function and aging properties which could be programmed during fetal life or influenced by adverse growth patterns in early postnatal life. An accurate correlation between microscopic and clinical criteria should be mandatory for a better assessment of subclinical atherosclerosis and EVA. The guideline including maternal and fetal risk criteria should be implemented as early as possible for a better evaluation of vascular aging. Recently launched first precision diagnostic biomarker, “knowPLAQUE™,” for the detection of atherosclerotic coronary artery disease by using blood sample, seems to be a valuable tool for the early assessment of vascular aging and subclinical atherosclerosis risks (http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/global-genomics-group-announces-breakthrough-diagnostic-blood-test-for-plaque-detection-in-the-heart-300425836.html).

The mechanism of vascular aging is associated with changes in the mechanical and structural properties of the arterial wall. These changes lead to the loss of arterial elasticity and reduced compliance because of the changes in the ratio between elastin and collagen fibers. Over time, destruction of elastin fibers with linear parallel structure takes place, due to the so-called fatigue phenomenon of the elastin. This leads to the breaking and fragmentation of elastin fibers which are replaced in a higher ratio with collagen fibers, resulting in a structure with increased rigidity. The “fatigue of the elastin” phenomenon is more significant as the frequency and amplitude of demands are higher, that is, pulse wave frequency and pulse wave amplitude.  

The beginning of elastic fiber loss or damage remains a questionable issue for cardiologists. Our preliminary data showed that disorganization of elastic fibers appears early in human fetal aorta and continues during postnatal life, being extended immediately after birth (Figure 1A and B).
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The process is not homogeneous along all length of the fetal or neonatal aorta, being mostly and easily detected on aortic arch level in prenatal life and immediately after birth. In this context, a big challenge is launched: how and when to define EVA related to detected microscopic changes which, for sure, anticipate the beginning of clinical vascular aging. Due to these facts, arterial stiffness may be seen as a complication of true, microscopic EVA. Molecular and genetic assessment should be mandatorily included in the criteria of vascular aging definition.

Determinants of EVA can be classified as prenatal and postnatal factors. Prenatal factors are related to mothers’ behavior regarding food, smoking, or alcohol consumption. Some of the genetic mutations from prenatal life seem to influence the development of EVA in children, by starting even from intrauterine life without having clinical or subclinical manifestations in childhood.

Now, we do not have well-established criteria to characterize an EVA in newborn and infants. Also, the follow-up of children for such data may be strange for their parents who do not really understand the importance of such procedures for an apparent healthy child. For example, literature reported that psycho-social factors related to EVA are scattered. In a recent experimental study performed by Rana et al., it was discussed that trait aggression was followed by increased wall-to-lumen ratio in the thoracic aorta, increased sensitivity to phenylephrine-induced vascular contractility, and increased norepinephrine content in the heart. Maternal hypoxia favors the appearance of a rapid weight gain during childhood and may induce early changes inside the vascular walls. In a comparative study performed by Wang et al., four main criteria such as maternal hypoxia, sex, hyperlipidemia, and postnatal hypoxemia were used to assess their impact on morphometric parameters of the thoracic aortas in the offspring of Sprague-Dawley rats. Aortas from rat babies delivered from mothers with hypoxia exhibited lesions similar to early events in atherosclerosis related to endothelial cell damage, thickening and collagen deposition inside intima, inflammatory cell infiltration of sub-endothelial space, and migration and proliferation of vascular smooth muscle cells to the intima. Thus, the research group concluded that maternal prenatal hypoxia induced early vascular changes inside aorta and increased the risk of hyperlipidemia appearance during postnatal life.

With age, due to the occurrence of some triggers, an increase in the migration of vascular smooth muscle cells from tunica media to the tunica intima takes place and also their proliferation is enhanced. Over time, there appears an augmentation of the homocysteine levels and an activation of genes that induce metalloproteinase imbalance. Also, a growth in wall shear and oxidative stress, active and sustained inflammation, reduced the levels of nitric oxide in the endothelium; they all lead to the development of endothelial dysfunction.

It seems that there is a genetic programming for vascular damage that promote arterial stiffening over time. Some authors believed that telomeres have a particular role in vascular aging steps. Telomeres are repetitive TTAGGG hexanucleotide monomers with size ranging from 12 to 7 kbp (kilo base pairs) which deteriorate (become shorter) to the limit of replicative senescence called Hyflick limit. Shortening over this limit involves the degradation of genetic information and the inability of cell division. They shorten with age in each individual. Young people have telomerase,
which protects telomeres from shortening. Many researchers considered progressive telomere shortening as a marker of an individual’s aging in general and especially a marker of arterial aging.

DNA damage is the main determinant of vascular aging. Accumulation of damaged DNA is associated with a rapid functional decline of the vasculature. Shortening of telomere length is certified to be associated with EVA. Telomere length may predict the earlier stages of endothelial cell senescence and initiation of the atherosclerotic process. Coimbra et al suggested that childhood adversity (violence, low socioeconomic status, maternal depression, family disruption, and institutionalization) accelerates shortening of telomere length and induces an accelerated EVA followed by increased prevalence of hypertension during adult life.

Latest studies showed that there is an inverse correlation between telomere length and arterial stiffness measured by pulse wave velocity (PWV) and arterial age, respectively. The mechanisms involved in vascular aging lead to changes such as lumen dilation, intima-media thickness ratio changes, endothelial dysfunction, calcifications, reduced arterial compliance in small artery and then large artery, impaired angiogenesis, and development of collateral vessels after arterial obstruction. Vascular age is advanced in obese children with cardiovascular risk factors and in patients with familial dyslipidemia. Vascular age is far gone in obese children with high levels of fasting triglycerides. According to some authors, arterial stiffness is one of the most important changes in arterial aging process. Carotid-femoral PWV (cfPWV) is considered the “gold-standard” measurement of arterial stiffness. PWV can be determined at the following levels: large arteries, central, elastic type, represented by aortic cfPWV; peripheral arteries of muscular type, like the limb arteries, carotid-radial PWV, or femoral-posterior tibial PWV. Carotid-posterior tibial PWV is a factor of combined stiffness of large vessels (elastic type) with peripheral vessels (muscular type). In most studies, stiffness is assessed by cfPWV because it is best correlated with overall mortality and cardiovascular mortality. In recent years, several studies address cfPWV parameter. It is important to evaluate arterial stiffness on target levels of blood pressure recommended by European Society of Cardiology (ESC). Latest publications (consensus in arterial stiffness) define reference values for arterial stiffness and cfPWV for different age groups and for different degrees of hypertension. By the assessment of arterial stiffness in healthy people and people with cardiovascular risk, it has been shown that cfPWV increases with age: from 5.5 m/s at 10 years to 11 m/s at 80 years, with a rapid increase around 55 years.

cfPWV measurement is a simple, robust method and easy to implement in clinical practice. cfPWV has demonstrated an added predictive value for cardiovascular events in various populations, beyond ESC-S Core, ESH-ESC Risk Chart, and Framingham risk score. cfPWV is listed among subclinical organ damage by the ESH-ESC Guidelines for the management of hypertension. Its value as a surrogate endpoint remains to be demonstrated by therapeutic intervention trials. It is important to use this type of surrogate endpoints in future clinical trials for the evaluation of various pharmaceutical products. They should be useful not to exclusively decrease blood pressure but also to be acting on arterial stiffness, vascular remodeling, and upon other determinants of subclinical atherosclerosis.

Our experience in this field shows delayed arterial stiffening using sustained physical training. These effects are maintained as long as a high level of exercise and physical training are continued and are cancelled once the training is stopped, leading to further stiffening. In cardiac rehabilitation program, every effort is important, even one with shorter duration; it has a cumulative effect on hemodynamic parameters and arterial stiffness. There are some conflicting studies regarding stiffness in hypertension; some authors consider that initially increased stiffness led to high blood pressure, and others believe conversely; however, one thing is clear, that is, both the mechanisms are self-sustaining in a subject with uncontrolled blood pressure.

Pulsating wave is generated at the root of the aorta, runs with high speed in a stiff vessel, reflects in the periphery, and enhances central systolic pressure. This mechanism is the main topic of several studies showing a correlation between arterial stiffness and augmentation index, augmentation pressure, central arterial pressure, intima-media thickness, and volume of the plaque. Increased arterial stiffness leads to elevated central blood pressure as well as brachial blood pressure, accompanied by increased SBP variability. In the assessment of hypertensive patients, it is essential to establish SBP variability. Various additional data may be derived from ambulatory blood pressure monitoring recordings. They include blood
pressure variability, morning blood pressure surge (MBPS), blood pressure load, and the ambulatory arterial stiffness index (AASI). However, their additional predictive value is not clear yet. Lately, the research is focused on the assessment of nocturnal blood pressure and the treatment of hypertensive patients with subclinical atherosclerosis. This parameter is useful in evaluating blood pressure parameters as in diurnal/nocturnal type: Dipper/Non-D/Extreme-D/ Reversed-D and also determining whether it is sustained/isolated nocturnal/isolated diurnal hypertension. We can agree that the MBPS should be a therapeutic target for preventing cardiovascular events in hypertensive patients, and the drugs should provide 24-hour efficacy. However, because an MBPS may also be harmful for normotensive subjects, evaluating the range of early morning blood pressure might be useful for normotensives as well.28

Another parameter derived from ambulatory blood pressure monitoring on 24/48 hours is the AASI =1−α, where α is the statistical regression slope between diastolic blood pressure and SBP. There are still controversial issues regarding the clinical utility of this criterion representing indirect arterial stiffness.29

It is useful to assess the blood pressure variability even for persons with normal blood pressure. There are many factors involved in the variability of blood pressure that are triggers of subclinical atherosclerosis. On short term, this can be calculated by automatic monitoring on 24/48 hours for establishing a blood pressure profile or, on a long term, at home through self-monitoring. Giuseppe Mancia pointed out some of the factors involved in the variability of blood pressure: humoral, endothelial, behavioral, rhythmic influences (probably largely central), vasomotor status, external stimuli, mechanical factors, ventilation; arterial stiffness, genetic factors, baroreflexes.30,31 There are a short-term variability (measured by ambulatory blood pressure monitoring within the 24/48 hours) and a long-term blood pressure variability.

There is an increased interest in discussing more about a parameter that would correlate with subclinical atherosclerosis and vascular age. There are some studies about blood pressure dispersion, measured twice daily in those enrolled in the study who underwent the gradual taper of antihypertensive medications.31 The elderly have a relatively high variability of the blood pressure due to their high arterial stiffness. We can speculate to determine the dispersion of the blood pressure and heart rate or we can analyze the multiscale entropy of the blood pressure values.32

### Biomarkers of EVA in clinical practice: where we are and what should be done to implement them in routine clinical practice?

Except precision diagnostic biomarker “knowPLAQUE™” recently launched, no other single biomarker or combination of biomarkers are applied in clinical practice. The “knowPLAQUE” is the first diagnostic blood test able to detect coronary artery plaque in any stage of its development, and thus, it may be used as a biomarker tool at any age. This mass-spectrometry-based metabolomics diagnostic biomarker is able to detect the signature of atherosclerotic plaque components by a simple mass spectrometry measurement from blood sample.

Anti-aging proteins with direct impact on cardiovascular system, detectable by its soluble form in serum from patients with high risk for EVA, may represent a proper alternative. Deficiency of anti-aging “hormone” Klotho induces medial calcification, intima hyperplasia, endothelial dysfunction, arterial stiffening, hypertension, and impaired angiogenesis and vasculogenesis. The identification of its downregulation by a simple blood test may stratify patients with high risk to develop EVA. It seems that Klotho has several protective effects with regard to the vasculature and that it represents a promising therapeutic target for preventing oxidative stress of endothelial cells and improving contractility of smooth muscle cells.33

Kallistatin, an endogenous protein with protective effects on vessels, has been recently suggested to be used as a powerful inhibitor of cellular senescence and vascular injury. It reduces vascular aging by regulating microRNA-34a-SIRT1 pathway.34 Moreover, it seems to inhibit telomere shortening and prevent EVA.

### Conclusion or future directions?

**This is the question!**

If we would abruptly make a conclusion of the present review, we should go back to Thomas Sydenham who stated that “A man is as old as his arteries.” This is definitely true but, unfortunately, it does not help patients to decrease vascular aging and to improve their life quality. Recently, Cunha et al36 suggested that the dissociation between chronologic and biologic age of large arteries represents the main reason for the failure of proper definition of EVA which overlaps clinical signs and patient prognosis. This paper and others recently published reports35–37 focused on a complex
approach of research focusing on all vascular layers in order to identify specific biomarkers that can be used as predictors of EVA. Histopathology of early steps of vascular aging in prenatal life and in newborns is scattered and incompletely characterized. The microscopic criteria related to age and associated pathologic conditions of the patient are not stated, excepting inconsistent data regarding disorganization of elastic fibers and collagen deposits. There are few studies regarding the molecular mechanisms of EVA with emphasis to the activation of pro-fibrotic, pro-inflammatory, redox-sensitive, and growth/apoptotic signaling pathways, but most of these studies were developed in mice and not yet validated in human subjects.

Complex epigenetic and molecular approach of EVA criteria may lead to an early identification of the process onset and also to apply a personalized therapy dependent on specific biomarkers.
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